Bone fracture characterization using the end notched flexure test.
A miniaturized version of the end notch flexure test was used in the context of pure mode II fracture characterization of bovine cortical bone. To overcome the difficulties intrinsic to crack length monitoring during its propagation an equivalent crack method was employed as data reduction scheme. The proposed method was validated numerically by means of a finite element analysis including a cohesive zone modeling and subsequently applied to experimental results to determine the fracture energy of bone under pure mode II loading. Finally, a cohesive law representative of fracture behavior of each specimen was determined employing an inverse method, considering a trapezoidal shape for the softening law. The consistency of the obtained results leads to the conclusion that the trapezoidal law is adequate to simulate fracture behavior of bone under mode II loading. The proposed testing setup and the employed data reduction scheme constitute powerful tools in which concerns fracture characterization of bone under pure mode II loading and can be viewed as the main outcomes of this work.